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Dear Parents,

Greetings!!

Optimistic were the feelings associated with the start of academic session
2021-22. Everyone remembered the initial apprehensions involved with
the new mode of schooling during the 2020-21 session. However, with
experience came confidence and assuredness in oneself to be able to do
better. Educational excellence, fostering love for learning in oneself and
emphasis on mental and physical well-being have always been the
hallmarks of Akshara Vaagdevi International School (AVIS).

It has been our mission to impart holistic learning in a safe, secure
and joyful learning environment where respect, tolerance, honesty and
individual differences are appreciated. To develop leaders who shape the
world through independent, creative and critical thinking.

Dear Parents, we sincerely thank you for your support and
encouragement. We are all very proud of your children and would like to
congratulate them on completing another successful school year. You can
be very proud of them and how they represent you, their families and their
school on a daily basis. The teachers of AVIS have done their best to
explain concepts, facts and provide extra information on the subject to the
students with a variety of teaching aids. Several initiations were done to
encourage the progress of the holistic development of the students by
guiding them to participate in as many scholastic and co-scholastic events
as possible in this current situation.

Several clubs were also established to encourage students to break apart
from a monotonous life of study on their screens at home while cultivating



values otherwise important. The Eco Club was established in lines with
the 17th Sustainable Development Goal in order to educate the students
upon the need for the environment. The Heritage Club was set up to
sensitize the students upon our rich and varied heritage. The Suraksha
Club does its part in ensuring the well-being of students and provides a
platform to ask for advice on various matters related to one’s mental
well-being. The Ganit club was set to support students in their classroom
learning, enrich their skills with higher order thinking and appreciate the
value of errors as powerful motivators to enhance learning and
understanding. The Expression Series club which collaborated with IT
aimed to develop linguistic skills together with the students' technological
skills.

Every challenge, every adversity would make us all stronger and give us
more energy and vigour to face the challenges and adversities. We hope
the present period would end soon and your children would be meeting
their teachers and peers within the school campus.

We are continuously praying for the well-being of our students and their
families. Please take care and stay safe.

May all of us have Prosperity, Peace and Harmony.

Warm Wishes

Ms Vanaja

Principal
Mail id - principal@avinternationalschool.org
https://www.avinternationalschool.in/
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